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What does an apartment-dwelling English city boy do 
when he doesn’t have a garden? He creates a rooftop 
garden with many containers and dozens of plants, 
flowers, succulents and shrubs to feed the butterflies and 
hummingbirds, and to fuel his wild imagination. Here, the 
designer explains his creative process and shares details 
about his personal objects:

My inspiration is always nature. However, my years 
living in Miami and Kuala Lumpur inspired my choice 
of the vibrant colors of the tropics. Travels keep my mind 
active and are the highest and best form of education one 
can buy. Italy and the Mediterranean have obviously had 
a profound effect on how I design and even the type of 
food I keep in my fridge. 
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In Italy during a buying trip to visit Fierro Milano, I attended a party 
at Dolce & Gabbana headquarters, Milano. At the entrance to the 
building are these massive Blackamoor hand-painted pots, and I 
also saw them in their home in Capri. The Blackamoor painted head 
pottery was picked up whilst in Positano, a year later for a wedding. 
In Miami she wore a bromeliad as her hairdo. I tried other plants 
including orchids but nothing is as fabulous as the Carmen Miranda 
look and feel of the extravagantly deep red bromeliad. Did you know 
they are cousins of the pineapple?

The two dancing Inca bears were a find 
at the base of the Teotihuacan Pyramids 
a short drive north of Mexico City. I love 
that one is dark liquorice, and the other 
is a terra cotta color; they make me 
happy to look at.

The blue and white hand-painted 
Talavera pottery planter is home to a 
hanging geranium. It’s the hardiest of 
flowering plants that can handle the 
bleak cooler days of a Malibu winter.

A larger cornerstone urn (by Artifacts 
International) has an Italian Cypress 
that is very thirsty and gets lots of 
water. Its mere presence screams Italian 
countryside, hills of Rome and beaches 
of Ostia. It’s a must for any outdoor 

space because it stays green year-round. 
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I like to collect pebbles, rocks and other natural finds during my regular 
beach walks with Rio, my Italian greyhound. I stack the flat pebbles on 
the wall, and, with the ocean as a backdrop, it’s a reminder that these 
rocks were here long before us and they will be here long, long after all 
of this nonsense. Around all my plants I love to place rocks and shells 
to cover the soil. It gives a natural look and feel to the arrangements. 
It’s called biomorphic ornamentation. (See p. 47.)

My living room has a dramatic angled window that faces Point Dume, 
which is the western terminus of the Santa Monica Bay. The Chumash 
Indians flattened the top some 15,000 years ago, and the sunsets here 
are truly divine. In Malibu we experience sunsets with our neighbors 
through a series of nightly impromptu sort of ritual gatherings either 
on the beach with our dogs or on a deck with wine. 

If I am ever in Beverly Hills during a spectacular sunset and I miss it, 
I see the barrage of pictures on social media. I am reminded of Andy 
Warhol’s statement about if you missed a night at Studio 54, “You 
missed the best night EVER.” And so the divine addiction to the ocean 

and the land we live on in Malibu continues. □


